Your position
We are looking for an enthusiastic and creative engineer who will have
responsibility for the full software development life cycle of projects
including the design, implementation, testing and deployment of the
application.
Working in a small team environment based in the UK near Wokingham,
Berkshire you will be part of a larger department of engineers designing
specialised products for the professional video and audio broadcasting
market.
Tasks will include:







Reviewing of allocated software requirements
Formulation of software designs and related implementation,
consistent with existing designs and compliant to in-house style
Integration / Interface of software with hardware products
Production of relevant documentation for each required task
Preparation of specified test plans and test cases and related
software testing
Realisation of both the team and individual yearly specified
objectives

Your qualifications














Degree based qualification ideally in Computer Science or
Software/Electronic Engineering
Very strong command of object orientated programming
Experienced in designing and writing software for multi-threaded
applications in C++ or C# for Windows platforms ideally using
Visual Studio
Experience of programming with network layers like UDP, TCP/IP
and HTTP
Experience of user interface design and programming
Knowledge of common networking protocols and good
understanding of infrastructure an advantage
Knowledge of video and audio technologies an advantage
Knowledge of programming with SQL databases an advantage
Some experience in embedded hardware environments and RTOS
an advantage
Representative, motivated and driven with good analytical and
problem solving skills
Good command of the English language orally and in writing;
Able to work under pressure and with great communicative, social
and analyzing skills
A dynamical and flexible personality who enjoys working in a team;

What do we offer you?



Independence and responsibility in a fast growing company with
short communication lines.
An excellent salary with social benefits

Join the team, apply now!
Are you interested in this position and do you meet the qualifications, send your
resume and motivation to hr@axon.tv to the attention of Mirjan van Soest, HR
manager at Axon. Feel free to contact Mirjan in case you have additional
questions. Please send your motivation letter and resume to hr@axon.tv
*Note for recruitment agencies: acquisition is not appreciated.

